Rules for guests with pets in the Park Hotel «Medvezhiya
Gora»
We will be happy to meet your pet and create for it all favorable conditions for staying.
We recommend you to bring toys for your pet so that during your absence he could
play.
During the “check in” of the Park-Hotel Medvezhya Gora, the Guest must read the
rules of accommodation for guests with pets and put his signature, confirming his
consent to follow these rules.
1. The pet owner assumes all the responsibility for including proper keeping
of the animal during his stay in the Park Hotel.
2. The pet owner must inform the Park Hotel administration in advance (during his booking) about his intention to live in the Park Hotel with his pet. At the
same time, the Guest must provide information about his pet (breed, age, size,
weight and other special characteristics) and find out if there are any special conditions for its placement in the Park Hotel.
3. Accommodation with an animal is allowed if there is an international veterinary passport (the form of the passport and the requirements for its registration
are set by the Uniform veterinary (veterinary and sanitary) requirements for goods
subject to veterinary control (supervision) approved by the Commission of Customs
Commission Union dated June 18, 2010 No 317), which contains information about
the animal itself and its owner, as well as information about the necessary vaccinations and about done vaccinations, the date of rabies vaccination should be less
than 30 days and not more than 12 months before the arrival.
4. The guest must have with him a special container (cage) for the animal
and a special mat for his sleep or clarify about the possibility to rent them.
5. In order to feed the animal, the Guest is must bring special dishes with
them.
6. To assist the natural needs of an animal that does not require walking, the
Guest must bring a special tray or other special litter.
7. Walking the pet is allowed only outside of the Park-Hotel. It is prohibited to
send the animal to make the natural needs in the Park-Hotel. It is forbidden for
dogs to “tag” trees!
8. The guest must walk his pet only in a collar and on a leash and having a
guard is mandatory for dogs of medium and large breeds.
9. It is not allowed to leave animals on the territory of the Park-Hotel unattended. The administration does not take responsibility for the safety of the animal
in the Park-Hotel territory. If the dog barks, you should not walk with it after 23 p.m,
in order to not disturb other people from rest.
10. Leaving a pet in the house unattended, the Guest is obliged to place it in
a special container (cage).
11. The number of pets for placement in the house should be no more than 2.
12. The pet owner bears all costs associated with the damage and / or destruction of the Park Hotel property by animals. In the case of damaging a Park-Hotel by a pet, the Guest is obliged to pay damages in full, by making additional funds
in the amount necessary to cover the losses.

13. All risks associated with the behavior of the pet during its stay in the Park
Hotel, which may entail animal damage of property of third-parties among Guests
and / or employees, as well as harm to the health of the pet, are also under responsibility of the owner of the animal.
14. It is forbidden to feed and give water to the animal by using the dishes
belonging to Park Hotel.
15. It is forbidden to wash a pet in the shower, use towels, sheets and other
bedding belonging to the Park-Hotel.
16. It is forbidden to comb, cut (shave and pluck) wool, as well as cut the
nails of animals in the Park-Hotel houses.
17. It is forbidden to visit public areas with the pet intended to provide leisure,
sports, playgrouds for children and similar specialized public areas.
18. It is possible to enter our restaurant with a small dog (whose weight is not
more than 4 kg), but only if it doesn’t move more than 0,5 m far from the table
where it’s owner is located, doesn’t growl and do not bark.
19. The animal is not allowed to sit on upholstered furniture!
20. On the day of arrival with an animal, the Guest must pay an insurance
deposit of 5,000 rubles. (five thousand rubles) at the Reception Service as a guarantee of payment for a possible damage by animals during their stay in the Park
Hotel.
21. Accommodation of guests with their pets is possible only in special houses decided by the administration of Park Hotel.
22. The stay of the pet costs 1000 rubles per day.
23. Accommodation in the houses is permitted for dogs with weight of no
more than 7 kg, all the rest must live in individual enclosures located on the specially designated street area of the Park-Hotel.
24. During the check-out, the Guest must leave the house in a proper way to
the manager of the cleaning service. If any damage has been caused in the Park
Hotel, an act of damage to property is drawn up, in accordance with the Price List
and the Guest must pay the amount according to the act and a fine. If no damage is
caused, the deposit is returned in full amount.
25. The penalty for violation of the regulations of animal stay costs 5000
rubles.
Park-Hotel reserves the right to terminate the agreement with the Guest staying
with an animal in the Park Hotel and to prohibit the pet from staying on our territory
in case of:
1. Violations of these Rules.
2. Aggressive, inadequate, noisy behavior of the animal.
I,
__________________________________________________________________
__, (last name, first name, middle name)
I am informed with the rules, I understand the essence, I accept the conditions regarding the stay with a pet in the Park Hotel "Medvezhiya Gora" in full.
_____________________ __________________________ (signature, its transcript) (date)

